**AGENDA**

**SIS Users**  
*September 21, 2006  
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.*

Meeting chaired by TMCC

1. We are attempting to establish common definitions for our data warehouse of the visa codes used by the institutions. Need group input or approval.  
   
   *Linda Heiss – NSHE IR*

2. Follow up on the addition of high school student ID #’s on the application and subsequently into SIS. It was on the last agenda and was discussed but not sure what we need to do to follow up on it.  
   
   *Linda Heiss – NSHE IR*

3. **MISCELLANEOUS**  
   Here are the number of transactions completed on 8/25, 8/28 and 8/29  
   8/25 - Friday before classes started - 2.9 million  
   8/28 - First day of classes for all 7 institutions - 4.5 million  
   8/29 - Second day of classes for all 7 institutions - 3.2 million  
   The previous ‘record’ was 3.6 million with a maximum of 6 institutions starting on the same day  
   
   *Susan Enslen - SCS*

4. Extending SIS online hours and running batch processing while online is up. Think about the batch processes you currently run that  
   a: you would like to be able to run during the day  
   b: you absolutely don't want to run during the day  
   
   *Susan Enslen - SCS*

5. Real time credit card authorization - UNR piloted this in production starting the end of July. Other institutions will be encouraged to test and implement this feature.  
   
   *Susan Enslen - SCS*

6. IPEDS Race and Ethnicity Reporting Changes - Fall 2009. John Bearce sent an email on 9/7 with the latest info.  
   
   *Susan Enslen - SCS*

7. Is there a way to only run USRAEVLB-AEVL (Academic Evaluation) for certain colleges or programs? Or, is there a way to add to the parms to exclude certain schools or programs?  
   Example, Nursing courses or Singapore courses have semester end dates after the regular semester which would hinder us getting suspension letters out on time to students.  
   
   *Karen Emptage - UNLV*
8. Is there a possibility of adding a field like S1MS to the enrollment statfile to indicate whether a student is a Millennium Scholar?
   Karen Emptage - UNLV

9. UNLV sends enrollment, graduation & degree verification files to the National Student Clearinghouse but it does not include those students with the level D (for Dual). Is there a way to add this into the parameters of UFASSC1R so that we do not have to manually update approx 30 students each time we send a file.
   Karen Emptage - UNLV

Additional Items: